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Question 1:

What is a binary star system?



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_star

“A binary star is a star system consisting of two stars 
orbiting around their common barycenter.”

[Wikipedia, “Binary star”]



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_star

“A binary star is a star system consisting of two stars 
orbiting around their common barycenter.”

[Wikipedia, “Binary star”]

Similar masses Earth/Sun masses Similar masses, elliptical orbit



Some binaries in media:

https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/File:MontrossSystem_Bi
naryStars.png

https://memory-
alpha.fandom.com/wiki/File:Risan_sunset.jpg

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, Season 5 Ep 9Star Wars Rebels, Season 3 Ep 4



Some real binaries:

Brown dwarfs observed by WISE and Gemini 
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/WISE/multimedia/pi

a16872.html

Bright Sirius A and dim companion Sirius B 
https://esahubble.org/images/heic0516a/



Question 1:

What is a binary star system?

Answer:

Cool desktop background pics



Question 2:

Should astronomers care about binary stars?
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Should astronomers care about binary stars?
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Abstract: Our uncertainties about binary star systems (and triples and so on) limit our capabilities
in literally every single one of the Thematic Areas identified for Astro2020. We need to
understand the population statistics of stellar multiplicity and their variations with stellar type,
chemistry, and dynamical environment: Correct interpretation of any exoplanet experiment
depends on proper treatment of resolved and unresolved binaries; stellar multiplicity is a direct
outcome of star and companion formation; the most precise constraints on stellar structure come
from well-characterized binary systems; stellar populations heavily rely on stellar and binary
evolution modeling; high-redshift galaxy radiation and reionization is controlled by
binary-dependent stellar physics; compact objects are the outcomes of binary evolution; the
interpretation of multi-messenger astronomy from gravitational waves, light, and neutrinos relies
on understanding the products of binary star evolution; near-Universe constraints on the Hubble
constant with Type Ia supernovae and gravitational-wave mergers are subject to systematics
related to their binary star progenitors; local measures of dark-matter substructure masses are
distorted by binary populations. In order to realize the scientific goals in each of these themes
over the next decade, we therefore need to understand how binary stars and stellar multiplets are
formed and distributed in the space of masses, composition, age, and orbital properties, and how
the distribution evolves with time. This white paper emphasizes the interdisciplinary importance
of binary-star science and advocates that coordinated investment from all astrophysical
communities will benefit almost all branches of astrophysics.



Binaries + Stars

1) What can binaries tell us about star formation?

Answer:
Trends with chemistry hint at formation mechanisms



Binaries + Star Formation: Chemistry

Stellar chemistry is 
negatively correlated to 

the close binary fraction.

More metals 
= 

less likely to be in a binary!

Mazzola et al. 2020

1614 C. N. Mazzola et al.

Figure 5. Completeness-corrected close binary fraction for each [Fe/H] bin.
The horizontal error bars show the [Fe/H] range of each bin, and the vertical
error bars show the completeness-adjusted uncertainty, σ f/c. The results of
Moe et al. (2019) are overplotted alongside a linear fit to our data in order to
find the difference in the close binary fraction per dex of [Fe/H].

to [Fe/H] = 0.25 dex. As we have seen, however, the relationship
between chemical composition and stellar multiplicity is complex,
and it cannot be characterized by metallicity alone. Here, we consider
in detail four parameters related to the abundance of α-process
elements: [Mg/H] and [Si/H] (already discussed in Section 3.2),
plus [α/H] and [O/H]. The measurements of [C/H] and [N/H] for
APOGEE DR14 dwarfs are not reliable (Holtzman et al. 2018), so
we did not include them in our analysis.

We begin by revisiting the two-dimensional histograms of
completeness-corrected close binary fraction. Each panel in Fig. 6
shows an α-process abundance measurement a function of [Fe/H],
similar to the 2D histograms of Fig. 4, but with a lower minimum
count of five stars per bin to maximize parameter space coverage.
The close binary fraction again exceeds 100 per cent in multiple
bins, though this still may due to the degeneracies present in
our RV variability fraction method discussed in Section 3.2. The
anticorrelation between close binary fraction and [Fe/H] is apparent
as the trend along the diagonal, and it is present for all six α

abundances. The additional anticorrelation with α abundance is clear
when looking along lines of constant [Fe/H], manifesting as two
distinct sequences: α-poor with large close binary fractions, and α-
rich with smaller close binary fractions. The weakest effect is seen in
[O/H], but the anticorrelation is obvious for [α/H], [Mg/H], [Mg/Fe],
and Si. However, especially around solar metallicity, [α/H], [O/H],
and [Si/H] show increased close binary fractions at low and high
values when looking along lines of constant [Fe/H].

To study these effects in a regime that is not prone to numerical
noise due to small numbers of stars, we use the same bins as those
shown in Fig. 5 (N ∼ 5200 each). The grey squares in the first column
of Figs 7 and 8 are plotted at the median [Fe/H] and α abundance
for each bin, with each row showing one of the four α abundance
measurements from earlier, plus [α/Fe]. Within each [Fe/H] bin we
define ‘low-X’ and ‘high-X’ subsamples, with X standing for each
of the five parameters we study, shown in red and blue. The dividing
line between low- and high-X samples is drawn using a quadratic
fit to the median with a finer grid of 35 bins in [Fe/H]. The second
column of Figs 7 and 8 shows the fraction of systems with #RVmax ≥
3 km s−1 for each of the low- and high-X subsamples as a function of
[Fe/H]. Horizontal error bars indicate the extent of the [Fe/H] bins,
and vertical error bars represent the binomial process uncertainty, σ f

(equation 2). The anticorrelation between [Fe/H] and close binary
fraction is again present, but there is a significant gap between the
low- and high-X subsamples in all five parameters we study. The
green points in the third column of Figs 7 and 8 display the ratio
of RV variability fractions between the low- and high-X abundance
subsamples, with horizontal error bars again indicating the extent
of the [Fe/H] bins and vertical error bars denoting the uncertainty
obtained via error propagation. This ratio is greater than one across
every [Fe/H] bin and for every abundance considered here. The ratios
generally increase with [Fe/H] for O, but the opposite appears to be
true for Mg and Si.

These results reinforce our finding that α element abundances
have a strong impact on the close binary fraction. To further
investigate to what extent this effect is separate from the [Fe/H]
effect, we calculated the difference in subsample means for four of
the abundance measurements, defined as

#[Y/H]mean = mean([Y/H]high) − mean([Y/H]low) (3)

where Y can be Fe or one of the α-process abundances. We plot
these differences in Fig. 9, which shows that the differences in mean
[Fe/H] are essentially 0 for all of the bins except the first and eighth,
while the differences in mean [X/H] for α, O, Mg, and Si remain
substantial, although they do decrease as [Fe/H] increases. In other
words, while some systematic differences in [Fe/H] exist between the
high-X and low-X samples that we have defined for the α element
abundances, they are too small to account for the effect that we see.
Of course, our high-X and low-X samples are not exactly comparable
in every aspect, but the effect we observe is too large to be due to
other (i.e. non-chemistry related) factors. To illustrate this, we also
show in the third column of Figs 7 and 8 the magnitude of the effect
due to systematic differences in the stellar mass measured by Sanders
& Das (2018) between the high-X and low-X samples as a function
of [Fe/H]. These systematic differences, while present, are again too
small to explain the disparity in RV variability fraction between the
low- and high-α subsamples.

Another way to disentangle the [Fe/H] and α effects is to examine
trends with α abundances in a narrow range of [Fe/H] (Fig. 10). For
each α abundance, we select a subset of the full sample that spans
−0.075 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0.075 and −0.2 ≤ [X/H] ≤ 0.2, shown in dark
red in the first column of Fig. 10. We then divide this subsample
into eight bins across the relevant α abundance, with histograms for
each bin shown in the second column and the number of objects in
each bin listed in the coloured text. Cumulative #RVmax histograms
for four of these bins are shown in the third column. The fourth
column displays the completeness-corrected close binary fraction
as a function of each α-process abundance measurement, with the
horizontal error bars indicating the edges of the bins and the vertical
error bars representing the completeness-adjusted uncertainty, σ f/c.
This analysis reveals that the close binary fraction in this narrow
[Fe/H] range is clearly anticorrelated with Mg. For the other three
abundances, there is a general downward trend, but the detailed
behaviour is more complex. For [α/H], O, and Si, it appears to reach
a minimum around 0.075 dex, and then steadily increases once again.
This turnaround is weakly present in O, but it is clear in [α/H] and Si.
Similar to the third panel of Figs 7 and 8, we compared the ratio of
the median mass for each bin against the bin with the minimum close
binary fraction. Across all abundances, the difference in median mass
between bins is insignificant compared to the difference in observed
RV variability.

We repeated this analysis for other narrow ranges of [Fe/H]. Each
subsample spanned a width of #[Fe/H] = 0.15 dex (±0.075 from the
central value) and #[X/H] = 0.4 dex (±0.2 from the central value).

MNRAS 499, 1607–1626 (2020)
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Binaries + Star Formation

Stellar chemistry is 
negatively correlated to 

the close binary fraction.

More metals 
= 

less likely to be in a binary!

But different elements can 
have different relations… Mazzola et al. 2020

Iron (Fe)

Stellar multiplicity in APOGEE 1617

Figure 10. Various distributions for a selection of data in a narrow range around solar [Fe/H]. First row: [far left] [α/H] versus [Fe/H], where the entire sample
is shown in grey and the chosen subsample is shown in dark red (boundaries −0.075 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0.075 and −0.2 ≤ [α/H] ≤ 0.2); [centre left] histograms for the
selected data, split into eight equally spaced bins across [α/H]; [centre right] selected cumulative "RVmax histograms; and [far right] the close binary fraction
as a function of [α/H] for the selected data, colour-coded by its [α/H] bin. The horizontal error bars show the [α/H] range of each bin, and the vertical error bars
show the completeness-adjusted uncertainty, σ f/c. The remaining rows are the same but for [O/H], [Mg/H], and [Si/H].

4.1 Potential systematics

4.1.1 Visit histories

Most of our targets have sparsely sampled RV curves. Among the
non-SB2s, 36 per cent of objects have only two visits, and 43 per
cent have three. For the suspected SB2s, 43 per cent, 35 per cent, and
22 per cent having 2, 3, and 4+ visits, respectively. This is expected;
as discussed in Section 2, fitting a single stellar template to an SB2
can bias the fit parameters (El-Badry et al. 2018a) and also result in
poorer fits overall, which are then flagged in the various APOGEE
bitmasks. Because we make quality cuts on these bitmasks, we expect
that fewer SB2 visits might pass our quality cuts than the overall
sample, though we emphasize that our stringent cuts in S/N are still
in place. In both cases, objects with duplicate allStar entries (as
discussed in the first paragraph of Section 2) are biased towards more
visits (∼65 per cent with 4+ visits) and longer baselines than non-
duplicated APOGEE IDs. For each [Fe/H] bin used in Figs 7 and 8,
we compared the low- and high-α subsamples across histograms of
the baselines, JDN −JD1; the median of the time lags between visits

for each star, median(JDi + 1 −JDi); and the mean of the time lags
between visits for each star, mean(JDi + 1 −JDi), where JD is the
Julian date of each observation for a star with N total visits. There
does not appear to be any significant variation in these parameters
with [Fe/H] or α abundances. The fractions of stars with 2, 3, and 4+
visits for each [Fe/H] bin and low- and high-α subsample are also
consistent with those for the entire sample.

4.1.2 White dwarf pollution

Some portion of our sample may be post-common envelope systems
with white dwarf companions, rather than two MS stars or a subgiant–
MS pair. The fraction of these systems will vary with the age of the
stellar population, but for short-period [log (P/d) ≤ 4], it is ∼15 per
cent at 1 Gyr and ∼30 per cent at 10 Gyr (Moe & Di Stefano 2017,
see their section 8.3 and fig. 29). Considering our median sample
age τ ∼ 8 Gyr, we expect a fraction of roughly 25 per cent white
dwarf companions in our sample. This fraction will also depend upon
the metallicity of the stars, but it cannot explain the factor of 1.5–2

MNRAS 499, 1607–1626 (2020)
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Binaries + Star Formation

Giant cold hydrogen gas cloud



Binaries + Star Formation

Shock causes fragments to form



Binaries + Star Formation

Fragments cool and collapse 
into cores and disks

We think planets may 
form in these disks!



Binaries + Star Formation

Disks disperse and cores 
grow dense and hot



Binaries + Star Formation

What about binaries? Disks disperse and cores 
grow dense and hot



Binaries + Star Formation

Nearby fragments can 
form wide binaries Disks can fragment and 

form close binaries



Binaries + Star Formation: Chemistry

Interpretation

• Fewer chemicals
more likely to fragment 
more binaries

• Lots of certain chemicals 
cool more effectively
also more likely to fragment
more binaries Mon R2 cloud complex

Credit: Adam Block, Mt. Lemmon SkyCenter, U. Arizona

True for Fe, 
Mg, Si…

True for Si…



Binaries + Stars

2) What can binaries tell us about stellar evolution?

Answer:
Spin fast and die young: stellar rotation and engulfment



Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

As a star ages, its radius changes.

• Youth: grow denser and smaller until 
fusion starts

Iron (Fe)



Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

As a star ages, its radius changes.

• Youth: grow denser and smaller until 
fusion starts

• Adult (like our sun): pretty stable!    
[…for now…]

Iron (Fe)



Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

As a star ages, its radius changes.

• Youth: grow denser and smaller until 
fusion starts

• Adult (like our sun): pretty stable!    
[…for now…]

• Elderly: low on fuel, becomes less 
dense and puffs up, increasing its size 
up to several 100x 

Iron (Fe)



Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

For very close binaries, the 
size of the stars 
matters a lot.

Iron (Fe)

Daher et al. (in prep)
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Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

For very close binaries, the 
size of the stars 
matters a lot.

• Small radius: much friendlier to 
nearby companions

Iron (Fe)

Daher et al. (in prep)
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Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Radius

For very close binaries, the 
size of the stars 
matters a lot.

• Small radius: much friendlier to 
nearby companions

• Large radius: probably already 
evicted its neighbor :(

Iron (Fe)

Daher et al. (in prep)
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Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Rotation

Close binaries have tides that 
“tug” on each other, causing 

them to rotate fast!

Small radius + close binary
tend to have

fast rotation speeds!

Iron (Fe)

Daher et al. (in prep)
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Racing off into the Sunsets…

Christine Mazzola Daher
No-Jargon Talk July 29, 2021



Binaries + Star Formation: Mass

The mass of a star is 
positively correlated to the 

close binary fraction.

More mass 
= 

more likely to have binaries!

For solar-type primaries with M1=1Me, we measure the
value of and uncertainty in the multiplicity frequency to
be >f qmult; 0.3=0.36±0.03 based on our analytic fits.
This matches the observed value of >f qmult; 0.3=
& qlarge /&prim=(145 145 )/(404±18)=0.36±0.03,
where & = 145qlarge is the sum of all companions with q>0.3
presented in Table 11. The uncertainty &d prim≈18 in the
number of true primaries derives from the uncertainty in the
fraction �d =+ 4%solar WD of nearby solar-type stars that have
WD companions (see Section 8.4).

Unlike solar-type binaries, which have continuous measure-
ments of >f P qlog ; 0.3 across all orbital periods, there are gaps in
our measurements of >f P qlog ; 0.3 for early-type binaries (see top
panel of Figure 37). We cannot simply sum the observed
number of companions to early-type stars to calculate

>f qmult; 0.3. We instead must incorporate our analytic functions
to interpolate across the gaps. For O-type primaries with
M1=28Me, for example, we measure >f qmult; 0.3=1.02±
0.16 according to Equations (1), (20)–(23), and (25)–(27).
Even without considering low-mass companions with
q=0.1–0.3, an O-type primary already has, on average, one
companion with q>0.3. In the top panel of Figure 38, we
display the multiplicity frequency >f qmult; 0.3 as a function of
primary mass M1.

Using the same procedure as outlined above, we calculate the
total multiplicity frequency >f qmult; 0.1(M1), i.e., the mean number
of companions with q>0.1 per primary. In this case, we integrate

>f P qlog ; 0.1 across all orbital periods 0.2<logP<8.0 (see
Section 9.3 and bottom panel of Figure 37). We display

>f qmult; 0.1 as function of primary mass M1 in the bottom panel
of Figure 38. For solar-type primaries with M1=1Me, we
measure >f qmult; 0.1=0.50±0.04. This is consistent with the
observed value of >f qmult; 0.1=(& qlarge +& qsmall )/&prim=(193

)193 /(404±18)=0.48±0.04, where & qlarge +& qsmall =
193 is the total sum of all companions presented in Table 11.

For early-type primaries with M1>5Me, the total multi-
plicity frequency >f qmult; 0.1 exceeds unity. For mid-B primaries
with M1≈7Me, we measure >f qmult; 0.1=1.3±0.2. Kobul-
nicky & Fryer (2007) and Kouwenhoven et al. (2007) show
that the total corrected binary fraction approaches 100% for
B-type stars. These studies modeled all companions as binaries,
and so they limited their multiplicity frequency to unity. In
reality, some companions are in triples and/or higher-order
multiples, and so the total companion frequency can be

>>f 1qmult; 0.1 as we have measured for massive primaries.
Abt et al. (1990) report that the average mid-B star

(M1≈8Me) has 0.8 companions with M2>2Me
(q0.25) and 1.9 companions with M2>1Me (q0.12).
These statistics translate to >f qmult; 0.3≈0.7 and >f qmult; 0.1≈
2.0, respectively. Although the Abt et al. (1990) estimate
of >f qmult; 0.3≈0.7 is consistent with our measurement of

>f qmult; 0.3=0.63±0.09, their total multiplicity frequency
of >f qmult; 0.1≈2.0 is discrepant with our estimate of

>f qmult; 0.1=1.3±0.2 at the 3.2σ significance level. For
mid-B binaries with intermediate to long orbital periods, Abt
et al. (1990) measured the mass-ratio distribution across
q=0.3–1.0 to be consistent with random pairings drawn from
a Salpeter IMF (g qlarge =−2.35). Based on their data and more
recent observations, we have confirmed this conclusion (see
Section 9.1). However, Abt et al. (1990) also assumed that this

slope could be extrapolated down to q≈0.1. More recent
observations have demonstrated that the power-law component
of the mass-ratio distribution flattens toward shallower slopes
g qsmall >g qlarge across smaller mass ratios q=0.1–0.3,
especially for early-type binaries with intermediate periods
(see Section 9.1). For this reason, there are fewer companions
with small mass ratios q=0.1–0.3 than predicted by Abt
et al. (1990).
For early B primaries with M1≈12Me, we measure a

slightly larger total companion frequency of >f qmult; 0.1=
1.6±0.2. Rizzuto et al. (2013) report a corrected multiplicity
fraction of fmult=1.35±0.25 based on a sample of B-type
stars, the majority of which are brighter mid-B and early B
primaries. This measurement is consistent with and between
our mid-B ( >f qmult; 0.1=1.3±0.2) and early B ( >f qmult; 0.1=
1.6±0.2) values.
For O-type primaries (á ñM1 ≈28Me), we measure a total

multiplicity frequency of >f qmult; 0.1=2.1±0.3. This demon-
strates that the most massive stars are found almost exclusively
in binaries, triples, and quadruples. Previous studies have also
shown the mean multiplicity frequency of O-type stars to be
close to 2 (Preibisch et al. 1999; Sana et al. 2014). We
emphasize that in the present study, we have clearly defined the
range of binary mass ratios q=0.1–1.0 and orbital periods
0.2<logP<8.0 that are incorporated into our measurements

Figure 38. Mean frequency of companions with q>0.3 (top) and q>0.1
(bottom) per primary across orbital periods 0.2<log P (days)<8.0 as a
function of primary mass M1. We have colored the data points according to
primary spectral type as done in Figures 34 and 36. The average solar-type MS
primary has >f qmult; 0.1=0.50±0.04 companions with q>0.1 (red), while
the average O-type MS primary has >f qmult; 0.1=2.1±0.3 companions with
q>0.1 (magenta).

42

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 230:15 (55pp), 2017 June Moe & Di Stefano

Moe & Di Stefano 2017

Our sun



Binaries + Star Formation: Mass

Interpretation
• Larger clumps

larger stars and more 
fragments to form 
more companions

• Smooth function of mass 
similar formation mechanism 
across all sizes of stars

Mon R2 cloud complex
Credit: Adam Block, Mt. Lemmon SkyCenter, U. Arizona



Binaries + Stars and Planets

3) What can binaries tell us about planets?

Answer:
1) Impact formation and detection

2) Impact habitability



Binaries + Planets: Formation and Detection

Close binaries  suppress close 
planet formation.

Bright companions in wide 
binaries make planet transits 

more difficult to see.

Iron (Fe) Impact of Binaries on Planet Statistics - I. 11

M-dwarfs

Close Binaries
Suppress Planets

Wide Bright
Companions
Dilute Transits Total

28% ± 5% 32% ± 6%4%

G-dwarfs 43% ± 7% 52% ± 8%9% ± 3%

F-dwarfs 46% ± 7% 59% ± 8%13%

Figure 6. Impact of binary stars on the occurrence rates of
small planets as a function of stellar mass. In magnitude-limited
samples, Fnoplanet × fMalmquist = 28%, 43% and 46% of M-dwarf,
G-dwarf, and F-dwarf primaries, respectively, do not host planets
(small or large) due to suppression by close binaries (first column).
In addition, a non-negligible fraction of Kepler targets have
wide (but unresolved) bright stellar companions that inhibit
the detection of shallow transits from small planets (second
column). The frequency of small planets orbiting single G-dwarfs
is 1/(1−0.52) = 2.1 ± 0.3 times larger than the rate inferred from
all Kepler G-dwarfs.

FGK stars. They argued that the correlation is intrinsic
to the formation process of close, small planets, and that
the change in the binary fraction with respect to stellar
mass only mildly biases the observed trend. In the following,
we show that binaries can explain half (but not all) of the
observed variation.

We consider two selection effects whereby binaries
considerably decrease the inferred occurrence rate of
small transiting planets orbiting solar-type stars. First,
close binaries suppress planet formation, and the close
binary fraction increases with stellar mass. Specifically, in
volume-limited samples, the fraction of stars that do not
host close planets due to close binary suppression increases
from Fnoplanet = 18%± 4% for M-dwarfs (M1 = 0.3M!)
to 37%± 6% for F-dwarfs (1.3M!) (Eqn. 4). Similarly, in
magnitude-limited samples, the fraction of stars that do not
host close planets increases from Fno planet × fMalmquist =
28%± 5% for M-dwarfs to to 46%± 7% for F-dwarfs (see
first column in Fig. 6).

Second, even wide bright stellar companions dilute
the photometric signal, decreasing the probability of
detecting small transiting planets. Solar-type hosts of
small Kepler planets (Wang et al. 2014b) and small TESS
planets (Ziegler et al. 2020) both exhibit a slight deficit
of wide stellar companions, Sbin = 60% and 40%,
respectively, most likely due to this transit dilution selection
bias (see Section 2.2). To illustrate more conclusively,
Ziegler et al. (2020) discovered 65 wide companions with
a = 100 - 2,000 au and brightness contrasts ∆I < 5.1 mag
to hosts of TESS planet candidates. The majority
(53/65 = 82%± 5%) of these wide binaries host large
planet candidates with Rp > 4.0 R⊕. Large planet
hosts include both bright and faint wide companions,
i.e., 15/53 = 28%± 6% with ∆I < 1.5 mag and
38/53 = 72%± 6% with ∆I = 1.5 - 5.1 mag. Meanwhile, all
12 wide companions to hosts of small planets are relatively
faint with ∆I = 1.7 - 5.1 mag. The probability of not
detecting any companions brighter than ∆I < 1.5 mag to
the small planet hosts when we expected 0.28× 12 = 3.4
is p = 0.03. The known sample of small planet hosts are

significantly biased against bright wide companions due to
transit dilution.

For hosts of small Kepler planets, Wang et al.
(2014b) measured a non-negligible suppression factor of
Sbin = 60%± 10% across a = 50 - 2,000 au, which we
attribute to the transit dilution selection bias. We show in
Section 4.2 that Fwide = 37%± 7% of solar-type planet hosts
in a magnitude-limited sample have wide stellar companions
across a = 50 - 2,000 au. We therefore empirically compute
that (1−Sbin)×Fwide = 0.40× 0.37 = 15%± 5% of small
planet hosts do not have transits detectable by Kepler due
to photometric dilution by wide stellar companions. In other
words, Fdilute = (0.15± 0.05)× (1−0.43) = 9%± 3% of all
G-dwarfs have bright, wide companions that inhibit the
detection of small transiting planets (see second column in
Fig. 6).

The probability of detecting small planets transiting
larger F-dwarfs is even smaller, especially if their hosts
have bright stellar companions. Moreover, the wide binary
fraction also increases with stellar mass, especially across
the interval M1 = 0.3 - 1.3M! (see Appendix A). We
estimate that Fdilute ≈ 13% of F-dwarfs have bright wide
companions that inhibit the detection of small transiting
planets. Conversely, perhaps only Fdilute ≈ 4% of M-dwarfs
within the Kepler sample have wide companions that
dilute the transits of small planets below the detection
threshold. The fractions of M-dwarfs and F-dwarfs with wide
companions that inhibit transit detection are more uncertain
than our empirical estimate for G-dwarfs. Fortunately,
transit dilution by wide binaries only slightly biases the
inferred planet occurrence rates compared to the main
effect of planet suppression by close binaries, where the
measurements and uncertainties are more robust (see Fig. 6).

Under the hypothesis that the small planet occurrence
rate in single stars is independent of stellar mass,
then we would predict that the observed Kepler sample
of M-dwarfs should have (1−0.32)/(1−0.59) = 1.7± 0.4
times the occurrence rate of small planets than Kepler
F-dwarfs. This is only half of the observed factor of
3.0 - 3.5 variation measured by Mulders et al. (2015a) and
Mulders et al. (2015b). Even after correcting for binaries,
the occurrence rate of small, close planets intrinsically
decreases with increasing stellar mass, consistent with their
main conclusion.

To more conclusively demonstrate that binaries
cannot fully account for the observed trend in small
planet occurrence rates, we consider the extremes in
Fnoplanet+Fdilute allowed by the observations. In a
magnitude-limited sample, the overall binary fraction of
F-dwarfs is 70%± 7%, a non-negligible fraction of which
have faint, wide secondaries that can neither suppress
planet formation nor significantly dilute transits. The
1.4σ upper limit of Fnoplanet+Fdilute = 70% for F-dwarfs
inferred from Fig. 6 is therefore quite conservative.
Meanwhile, the magnitude-limited binary fraction of
M-dwarfs (M1 = 0.3M!) within a < 10 au is 21%± 4%,
a significant majority of which suppress planet formation
(Ziegler et al. 2020). An additional 14%± 3% of M-dwarfs
in magnitude-limited samples have stellar companions across
a = 10 - 100 AU, a large fraction of which have large mass
ratios above q > 0.7. Even if these M-dwarf binaries with
intermediate separations do not suppress planet formation,
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Habitability is a balance of a 
radiative safe zone (top, gray) and 

a stable orbit (bottom, gray).

Green shows where both conditions 
are met, though not every system 

has a solution!
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where the local flux is given by the stellar luminosity divided by
distance squared: I = L/r2, and Io, Ii, define the outer and inner
boundaries of the CHZ, respectively.

The CHZ thus defined is a thick spherical shell that surrounds
the star, whose thickness and size depend on the star’s luminosity.
However, an important fraction of stars in the solar neighbourhood
are part of binary systems. The fact that planets have already been
discovered within binary systems makes it necessary to extend the
simple definition of the CHZ to the stellar binary case.

In this section, we extend the simple CHZ condition for single
stars given by the previous equation, to the case of stellar binary
systems. In this case, we have two sources of luminosity at positions
that change with the binary orbital phase. It may be thought that in
this case it is simply a matter of applying the equation twice, once
for each star. However, this naive approach is not correct, since there
may be regions where, although within the individual CHZ for each
star, the combined irradiance of both stars may push the region out
of the combined habitable zone. Additionally, it is fundamental to
add the condition of orbital stability, as both, the correct irradiance
and orbital stable regions should have a non-empty intersection
during the entire binary orbital phase, for planets to be able to exist
within a proper binary habitable zone (BHZ). In Fig. 1, we present
a schematic figure that shows the combined concept to construct
habitable zones in a binary star: the radiative safe zone in grey
circles (upper half of the diagram), and the stable regions for orbits
to settle down (lower half of the diagram). Note how the demand that
both conditions (radiative and dynamical) are met severely restricts
the resulting BHZ.

Since what matters is the total combined irradiance at a given
point, we should add the individual stellar fluxes in the CHZ

Figure 1. Illustrative diagram for the concept of BHZ. The stars are on the
x-axis (black dots whose size is proportional to their luminosity – upper
half, or mass – lower half). The upper part of the diagram shows the flux
isophotes (equation 2) with the boundaries of the radiative safe zone shown
with thick black lines and the zone itself shaded in grey. The lower part
shows the equipotentials, with the circumbinary and circumstellar zones of
dynamical stability sown in grey. Our definition of BHZ is shown as the
annular green region, where both conditions are met. In this case, there is a
circumbinary and a circumsecondary habitable zone.

condition given by equation (1), to arrive at the condition for the
radiative safe zone. The total stellar flux is given by

I (x, y) = LT

[
(1 − λs)

(x − rp)2 + y2
+ λs

(x − rs)2 + y2

]
, (2)

where LT is the total binary luminosity and λs is the fractional con-
tribution of the secondary star to it. x and y are Cartesian coordinates
in the binary orbital plane and rp and rs are the primary and sec-
ondary star distances to their barycentre. The x-axis contains both
stars.

To illustrate the concept of BHZ, we show in Fig. 1 a schematic
diagram that presents the radiative condition (upper half) and dy-
namical condition (lower half). The stars are the black dots on the
x-axis, whose size is proportional to the assumed luminosity (upper
half), or mass (lower half). In the upper half, isopleths of constant
combined stellar flux are shown, with those corresponding to the
boundaries of the raditaive safe zone shown with thick black lines.
The radiative safe zone is shaded in grey. Likewise, in the lower
half of the diagram, equipotentials are shown with the circumbi-
nary and two circumstellar dynamical safe zones in grey. Note that
the saddle point between the stars for isopleths and equipotentials
does not coincide, as the former is set by the relative luminosities,
whereas the latter by their mass ratio.

We define our BHZ as the annular regions (shown in green) where
both conditions are met. For the circumbinary habitable zone, it is
an annular region centred at the barycentre of the system. For the
CHZ, they are annular regions centred in the corresponding star.
Note that in this particular example, there is a circumbinary and
a circumsecondary habitable zones, but not a circumprimary. In
this section, we will tackle the radiative condition alone, leaving
the condition of dynamical stability for the next section and the
combined effect for Section 4.

The edges of the radiative safe zone are set by two stellar flux
isopleths and the resulting shape is more complicated than that of
the CHZ. Fig. 2 illustrates a particular example: the grey region
is the radiative safe zone. Dashed lines indicate possible planetary
orbits that are not fit for life, while solid lines indicate safe orbits (we

Figure 2. Safe (continuous) and unsafe (dashed) planetary orbits. The ra-
diative safe zone is the grey region. The planetary orbits are simply circles
centred on either star, or the centre of mass of the system. In this case, no
circumbinary safe orbits are possible.
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Binaries + Stellar Evolution: Rotation + Age
We can guess an adult star’s 

age based on its rotation 
speed…

…but a binary’s “tug” affects 
those age estimates.

• Old + no binary: 
slow down over time

• Old + close binary: 
keeps spinning faster than 
expected, giving wrong age
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